Community Input

Honor Meet and Greet, Wednesday

Officer Reports

Brandt
- CRDAC, creating institutional memory between subcommittees

Sarah
- 2 I-panels at the end of the week

Jeffrey
- 3 hearings coming up in the October

Devin
- Single Sanction Debate at Jefferson Society set up for October
- Popular Assembly: Town Hall will be Wednesday and mock hearing on Tuesday
- Support Officer of the Week will be on the facebook page
- Bringing back Honorable Mention for those in the community embody honor on facebook as well
- Monthly office hour by exec or special assistant allowed facebook live questions

Representative Reports

- Lindsay: First FAC meeting this semester

New Business

Gender Neutral Language
- Changing language of the bylaws to more gender neutral to better represent the community
- Working to change bylaws as committee and propose referenda for constitution
- Also expand to IR and other documents
- Spoke with QSU and other organizations from graduate schools to with suggestions on rewording the language
- Review and planning to bring to vote next committee

Community Input

Closed Session

-